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Landl1ll Objectives

The goal of modern engineered landfill is to reduce the risk that the waste pose to human and the environment by
limiting their mobility and to provide a safe and long term disposal of solid waste, hence, thc term sanitary landfill
which is often applied. Thc waste must be i~olated from the environment and the emission of leachate must be
c(.I1trolled and collected so as to reduce the risk of groundwater pollution. MSW sanitary landfill should, therefore, be
able to provide the most secure containment facility as possible, hence, most modern landfills better operated on

. 'cC>lltainment, as opposed to natural attenuation type landfills. To a limited extent, land filling can also be considered as
a ':alorisation process. Once collected the energy content from the emission of landfill gas (methane) can be exploited,
so land filling could be argued to be a waste - to - energy technology. Once collected it makes sense to utilize the
erergy content of the gas where it can be produced in commercially exploitable quantities by having a proper landfill
g,:~; system facility (Peavy 1985).

L~'achate Containment System (Base Liner Layers)

L,.~3Chatc is generated in a landfill as a consequence of the contact of water with solid waste. It results directly from the
m,:.isture and decomposition of garbage and other putrescible material in the waste material and also from runoff or
smfacc water that infiltrates the fill and percolates downward through the waste material. Leachate may contain
di_solved or suspended material associated with wastes as well as many byproducts of chemical and biological
reJCtions. MSW leachate varics in strength, a rcsult of the biological activity occurring as the waste degrades and
g<:nerally contains more pollutants than raw sewage. The threat of migration to the underlying soil and groundwater led
to the conccpt of containment systems for modern MSW sanitary landfills. It involves the use of barrier layer or base
lin~r, the primary function is to control thc movement of leachate from being released to the groundwater. Barrier
layers are constructed of material that posses a low permeability to water. The most common material is compacted
clay. Clay soil as a liner material is gcnerally favoured due to its ability to absorb and retain many of the chemical
constituents found in leachate and for its resistance to the flow of leachate. This is because clay consisting of small
particle size and hydraulic conductivity (permeability) of less than I x 10'6 mmls offers a very good resistance to any
flow movement. However, thc use of combination composite artificial geosynthetics (geomembranes, geotextile,
georids, geonets) and clay liners is gaining in popularity in the construction of most new MSW sanitary landfills. A
gellmembrane is a thin sheet of plastic that possesses the characteristic of being highly impermeable to water and
re:;istant to chemical attack from the waste it is designed to contain. This synthetic material, usually made of high
density polyethylene (HOPE) is sometimes called a flexiblc membranc liner (FML).The use of geosynthetic materials
over clay presents some technical advantages: i) reduced thickness allowing additional volume for waste, ii) constancy
of physical, hydraulic and mechanical propertics and related control and iii) ease and reduced time of installation.
DI!;advantages of geosynthetic materials include more susceptible to leaks frolll damage during installation and their
long term performance is unccrtain. For these reasons the latest in landfilling lining technology seems to integrate
anlficial and natural liners but for application in Malaysia, natural clay liners normally offcr the cheapest and most
pI' Jctical solution (Basri 1999). However the use of composite liner provides more protection and is hydraulically morc
cf1;~ctive than either type of liner alone.

An alternative to the composite liner system is thc double liner system. A double liner consists of two barrier
la:iers, with a drainage layer placed between. The Lipper and lower barrier layers may be either single or composite
la'iers. In US, the minimum fedcral standard requires a double-liner system on the base. The drainage layel' above the
upper barrier layer is the primary leachate collection system and the drainage layer in between the two barrier layers is
the- secondary Icachate collection system or leak detcction system. Figure 2 shows two typical cross-section of base
linGr system that US RCRA (Resource Conservation and Recovery Act) recommends for an engineered landfills.
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